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WELCOME
First and foremost I would like to thank you all for your support and positivity and to
wish you well for the summer – many of you will of course be looking forward to the
examination results that are published in August, perhaps with a few nerves!
It has been another incredibly busy year here at Holyrood – we are always seeking to
improve and move forward which is hard work but ultimately satisfying. The merger
with Uffculme Trust is an exciting prospect which will bring us many opportunities, as
Headteacher at Holyrood I am genuinely looking forward to this change. As always I am
extremely optimistic for Holyrood and totally committed to everything that is Holyrood –
the fantastic events, dropping in to lessons and seeing our students at social times. I am fortunate to continue
to be in a position to lead this wonderful school.
This year has seen many positive strides forward and we are once again expecting excellent results in the
summer. There will be many opportunities to recognise individual achievements and to offer congratulations
but I want to let you all know that the effort and hard work seen this year has been incredible and the success
that will inevitably follow will be richly deserved. The results will be published and available at the Academy on
Thursday 15th August (A levels) and the Thursday 22nd August (GCSEs) – details will be on the website.
As always there has been a vast number of events, a wide variety of different types – Academy life is most
certainly not all about exams! As I write, Year 10s are about to start their Work Experience week, this is a really
important milestone for many students. There have already been some super trips and events this year and
there are many still to come – I won’t mention them all (read the newsletter!) but Year 7 going to Cardiff is
one of my favourites as well as the Summer Showcase and the MINDfest day. As with most trips look out for
pictures on Twitter. There are of course DofE practice expeditions and the final Gold DofE expedition which is
imminent; We are ready for Sports Day and optimistic for a sunny day – I would imagine that the Sports Day
results will have a major say in who wins the House Cup this year. There are many successes to tell you about,
our students continue to excel in the world of the academic, sporting, creative and community … please read
this newsletter to find out more. A huge thank you to all the staff whose hard work and dedication made all
these events possible.
We have some colleagues leaving us at the end of this year so I would like to wish them well and every
happiness in their new ventures – there is a special section in this newsletter to let you know about some of
the changes. I would like to take this opportunity to let you know we have welcomed back Mrs Seib who has
had complex but successful medical treatment – great to see you back! I wish all of you a restful summer
break and offer my thanks once again for your contribution to making Holyrood somewhere that we can all be
very proud to be a part.
Matthew Collins, Headteacher

AUTUMN TERM 2019
Years 7 and 12: Wednesday 4th September – Friday 20th December
Years 8, 9, 10, 11 and 13: Thursday 5th September – Friday 20th December
Half Term: Monday 28th October – Friday 1st November
INSET Day: Friday 11th October

Quantock
57882
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Mendip
54271

Brendon
55977

Blackdown
58661

HOUSE NEWS
TALENT SHOW

How Mr Gilbert and our Headboy
Jack Dickenson aren’t more famous
than Ant n Dec I can’t understand –
they were stupendous!”
The night ended with an audience
participation in Mamma Mia
Karaoke! My my, here we go again!
TUG OF WAR

Holyrood Academy’s Talent Show on Tuesday 11th June
was a resounding success, with our students and staff truly
showing what a credit they are to the school. There was
applause in abundance, cheering like never before and an
atmosphere of heart-warming unity.
Among the student acts there was a mesmerising array
of singing, gymnastics, magic, comedy and martial arts
galore. Not forgetting the sensational Teacher Act (taking
the whole meaning of a ‘Talent Pool’ to new heights)
starring Mrs Naylor, Mr Gilbert, My Ayles, Miss Munro,
Mrs Davison, Miss Hamilton, Miss Hawes, Mr Pearce, Mrs
Lowe and Ms Farey in a unique display of synchronised
swimming!
Well done to all who worked so hard for the auditions and
then wowed the audience with their skilled performances:
Chloe Adams, Megan Wrenn, Hettie Behan, Oliver SmithLayzell, Carly Retter, Thomas Poole, Isla Souster, Jacob
Paul, Leyla Arndell, Daisy Rapley, Rosie Zbijowski-Harris,
Alisha Thresher, Rocky Lanfranchi, Tia Lucas, Maisie
Dredge, Oli Marlow, Oli Toop, Sofia Luis and Jess Pacheco.
A total of £342 was raised for House charities through
cakes, refreshments, raffle and donations.
The winning act was Hettie from Year 8 with her
phenomenal gymnastics display. Rocky came second
singing “Sugar” by Maroon 5 and Chloe was third with “The
End of the World” by Billie Eilish.
Mrs Brianna Chapple-Hyam, who planned the evening said,
“The sensation of the night had to be Rocky Lanfranchi
who had the audience on their feet, waving torches, holding
banners, chanting and singing along with him. Rocky
shocked his mum by not saying what his act was and
there was hardly a dry eye in the audience at the end of
his performance. What a way for him to end his Year 11 at
Holyrood!”
“It has to be one of my proudest moments at Holyrood and
one I shan’t forget in a long time. I wanted the show to be
very student-led, but I couldn’t have done it without help
from staff. My thanks to: the super-slick house captains;
Luke and Jamie Gerrard for their expert sound and lighting;
Barney, Chris and Claire for doing an outstanding job
overseeing all the technical and premises planning; Mrs
Davison, Mrs Challis, Ms Farey and Mr Slinger (aka Simon
Cowell) for their judging and good (and bad!) comments;
Mrs Cunningham and Mrs Duffy for filling in as backstage
refreshment goddesses…along with Mr Reid who shall now
be known as ‘the cake sale extraordinaire’.

In the lead up to Sports Day, the sports captains gathered
a team of 6 for each year group to represent their house in
a week of exhilarating tug of war competitions. Three boys
and three girls showed their strength and determination to
pull for victory and win points for their house.
ZELLWEGER UK

Harvey Anderson (R) with Luke Lifton,
Jessica Mee and Trinity Davies
This year the chosen charity for Quantock house was
Zellweger UK. This is a local charity close to Holyrood
Academy’s heart. Harvey Anderson in Year 11 had a
younger brother who had the incurable condition of
Zellweger Spectrum Disorder, a rare congenital disorder,
who sadly passed away this year. On Celebration Day, the
Quantock house captains presented a cheque for £1000 to
Mr and Mrs Anderson for their charity.
SPORTS DAY STALLS
The house captains got everyone cheering for sports day,
with banners and chants galore. Money was raised with
face painting, coloured hairsparay and glitter- all in house
colours of course!
HOUSE SCORES - FINAL RESULT
We have had 3 terms of students earning their points and
battling it out for 1st place. Students and staff have entered
all sorts of competitions this year ranging from karaoke
and dodgeball to photography and subject-based activities.
The overall total for the whole year will be revealed in the
celebration assembly on the last day. Will your house be
2018-2019 winner and raise the house cup?
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ENGLISH
Year 7 students have had a busy summer term learning
how to write effective persuasive letters. They have been
experimenting with their application of rhetoric devices
focusing on topics such as charities, homework and school
uniform. We then moved on to explore a genre which was
quite new to the year group – dystopian fiction. Through
our extract study of classic dystopian texts such as 1984,
the students were able to dissect the dystopian genre and
apply their understanding of it to their own piece of creative
writing. We have been impressed by their creativity! We
are now finishing term with our study of Shakespeare, with
some classes exploring Much Ado About Nothing and
others reading A Midsummer Night’s Dream. We are ending
the term by combining our understanding of literature with
our drama skills with a group performance of one of our
favourite scenes.
Year 8s have been just as busy! We started the summer
term by developing our persuasive writing skills. The
students were set the challenge of researching and
designing their own holiday brochures and posters
to persuade their teachers to jet off to some exciting
destinations. The end results have been brilliant! We
continued the summer term with an insight into the Year 11
Language Paper, focusing on viewpoints and perspectives,
completing their end of year exam on two pieces of
writing about Venice and Blackpool. Their last written
assessment aside, we are fast approaching the end of the
year studying Of Mice and Men, which the students have
thoroughly enjoyed and engaged with! Written assessments
all finished, they will be finishing the year with a verbal
presentation focusing on a character or theme from the
text. We hope Year 8s are excited to start exploring their
GCSE texts in Year 9.

Year 9s have been studying the tragic
love story of Romeo and Juliet for
their Literature exam. As the Prince
states: “For never was a story of
more woe than this of Juliet and her
Romeo.” This is in preparation for their
first mock exam in week 4 of Year 10.
We wish them luck for that exam.

Year 10s have been planning and presenting speeches as
part of their of Speaking endorsement for English, which
is compulsory requirement of the course of study. It will
appear on all students’ certificates issued by the exam
board as a separately reported grade. We have heard some
fascinating talks on a range of different subjects from the
environment to women’s rights to arguments for a three day
weekend.
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In the evening of Tuesday 2nd July Sixth form students
and their teachers enjoyed a night out at the theatre
together in Taunton. We saw a highly original production
performed by Shakespeare’s Globe touring company of
Twelfth Night. The director had cast actors across gender
and so female actors played male characters and vice
versa. This made for a really interesting exploration of 21st
century audience’ expectations and also harked back to
the Elizabethan performance conventions when only men
were allowed to ‘tread the boards.’ In a comedy that derives
many of its laughs from gender confusion and mistaken
identity, a gender fluid approach to casting seemed totally
appropriate. We all were greatly entertained and it gave our
A level students valuable insight into how the same play
can be directed in radically different ways.

HISTORY
This half term Year 7s have been learning about the First
World War and the sacrifices made by men from our
community, with a primary focus on Charles Percy Mayne
of Snowdon Cottage, Chard.
The students used their core knowledge of trench warfare
to examine contemporary accounts on the conditions
and to question the reasoning behind the content of the
letters written home. The detail of their knowledge has
been exceptional and has developed the depth of their local
history after studying Chard Lace Riots in the previous half
term.
Our GCSE students have worked incredibly hard throughout
the year and we are very excited about introducing the new
GCSE style homework booklets in September to Year 9!
Our KS3 History awards were presented at the celebration
assembly during the last week of term. The students were
awarded for their achievement and enthusiasm for the
subject, both in and outside lessons.

CONGRATULATIONS TO:

8.1 Ava Farthing
8.2 Georgia Finn
8.3 Ruben Rocher
8.4 William Lees
8.5 James Edginton
8.6 Lily Lamptey
8.7 Olivia Hadley
8.8 Oliver Taylor
Well done to all of our exam classes, we hope you achieve
everything you deserve.
With a special mention to our Year 13 students who have
worked exceptionally hard over the last two/seven years.

DRAMA
It is the time of year when we say our thank yous and our
goodbyes in the final newsletter of 2018/19.

have every confidence that whatever they do they will not
just succeed, but EXCEL!

Firstly a MASSIVE well done and thank you to our Year 11
GCSE Drama groups. Although a small cohort, they certainly
packed a punch when it came to performances and handled
the exam with a steely calmness that either
came from absolute confidence in what they were about
to do or they were just acting calm and on the inside
were shaking like leaves. Either way we clearly did our job
properly! The whole team want to wish them good luck with
their future careers and a well deserved lie in (probably
lasting most of the summer!).

The final thank you and goodbye is from me. I have been
at Holyrood 9 years and don't have enough room here to
express my gratitude to my colleagues, the parents but
most of all the students who I have worked with. So I will
simply say thank you and save me a ticket for the next
show!

And it is with great sadness but also immense pride that
we say goodbye to our Year 13 Performing Arts group. I
have been teaching almost 10 years and never have I had
the pleasure of working with such a talented, focussed,
dedicated and hard working group of individuals. Some of
them we have taught since Year 7, some since GCSE and
in a couple of cases Year 12. They have been relentlessly
positive, furiously energetic and astonishingly wonderful
for the whole time the team have worked with them and we

But it's not all goodbyes. We look forward to welcoming our
new Year 7 students who are going to have THE best time
in Drama. We also have our largest cohort of GCSE students
coming up in Year 9. And I've seen the class lists... It's going
to be a SERIOUSLY talented cohort!
And finally we welcome our new Head of Drama Mrs Shaun.
If ever their was someone to catapult our students into the
dramatic stratosphere it's her! The only thing more positive,
energetic and creative than the new Head of Drama is...
well... NOTHING. It's going to be a blast. Enjoy the summer!
It's VERY well deserved.
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DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
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Year 7 disperse Dye with
Mrs DaCosta

Year 7 Embroidery

Year 8 design work

Year 9 SCAT print
work shop

Year 9 SCAT print
work shop

Year 9 SCAT print
work shop

Year 9 SCAT print
work shop

Year 9 SCAT print
work shop

Year 9 designer study

Year 9 work book block printing

Year 9 work book

Year 11 home work

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
TEXTILES
Year 7s are on their final rotation and have been producing
some fantastic work based on ‘Pop Art’. It was so good that
they had their work displayed alongside the Year 8s in the
Academy display cabinet in Reception. We are really looking
forward to seeing the work they produce next year based on
‘The Day of the Dead’.
This has truly been the year of fantastic bags from our
Year 8 groups. Utterly impressive decorative techniques
and accuracy. They too had their work displayed in the
Reception cabinet. Can’t wait to work with the students who
have chosen Textiles as their option. Fun times ahead with
great opportunities for creativity!
In all my years of teaching I have never been so amazed by
the sheer determination, creativity and need for perfection,
as by my Year 9 group. They’re now bored of me telling
them how wonderful they are! This term we have been
working on our designer investigation and will revisit this
again next year. They have produced a huge range of
decorative samples, my favourite was most definitely the
Batik and natural fruit and vegetable dye. They have been
presenting this within a workbook that they have all taken
great pride in laying out. We were also lucky enough to be
invited to Taunton and Bridgwater College for the second
year running. We loved it and found it hugely inspiring - long
may our wonderful working relationship with the college
continue.
The Year 10s have started their GCSE NEA and although
the task of completing this difficult aspect of the course is
quite overwhelming at the start, they have embraced what
needs to be done with great maturity. We have some really
interesting project ideas being developed from the brief.
Sorry but it’s all hush hush from now until the end of Year
11. Keep up the great work Year 10, this next year will fly by!
My wonderful Sixth Form group have been hard at work
deep in theory and the start of their NEA coursework. I am
unbelievably happy with their chosen topics of natural form
based on the National Trust and Design for disability. Some
very exciting outcomes to be brought to you very soon.
FOOD SCIENCE & NUTRITION
Level 3 Diploma in Food Science and Nutrition
Our current Year 13 group of Tommy Arlidge, Latrice
Drakett, Hannah Bristow, Beth Cowdrey and Kacper
Szydetko have, from September this year, been working
closely with Axe Valley Academy in the New WJEC
level 3 Diploma course in Food Science and Nutrition.
Students have followed a task closely looking at ice cream
manufacture and creating their
own styles and variations of ice cream. They have also been
looking at food safety, creating their own version of Top
Trump Cards in microbiology. The students grafted hard
and sweated their way through a gruelling 8-hour exam on
food safety, microbiology and HACCP training. Our Year
11 groups have completed all of their NEA work. NEA1
Food Science Investigations that looked into functional and
chemical properties of the ingredients used in the making

of short crust pastry and their NEA2 looking at ‘Asian
Cuisine’ and then completing a 3-hour practical exam in
the food from the country of their choice. Congratulations
go out to them, with many students gaining their target
grades and a large number above. I look forward to seeing
the overall grades in August. I hope their revision party bags
helped, especially that lucky penny!
Year 10 students have also been working on their mock
exams NEA1, looking at gluten formation and NEA2 looking

at European Cuisine. Hopefully this will keep them on the
straight and narrow when it comes to starting the real thing
in September. In this new course, all coursework must be
completed in Year 11 so students will need to be organised
and REMEMBER THEIR INGREDIENTS.
Students will be required to carry out a scientific
investigation from September to November and complete
a number of experiments before completing a 2000 word
report. Watch this space and all will be revealed. This
information will come into schools on 1st September 2019!
This will then be followed by a food preparation task from
November to May. This will include numerous practical
tasks that then culminate in a 20 page portfolio and a 3
hour practical examination.
KS3
Year 7 & Year 8 students continue to rotate between
disciplines of food, textiles and resistant materials. In
Food, the at KS3 students in Year 7 look at the basic skills
required such as the safe use of knives, good hygiene
and the use of the cooker. While in Year 8 students start
looking into the use of a hypothesis and create experiments
to prove or disprove their predictions, including such
experiments as loo roll rockets and icing sugar flame
throwers…… ask the students!

@madeinholyrood
Holyrood D&T
made_in_holyrood
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PiXL CONFERENCE

On Tuesday 25th June 2019 Holyrood Academy Deputy
Headteacher, Mr Dave MacCormick, presented an
educational masterclass to over 2000 delegates at a PiXL
Conference at Central Hall, Westminster. PiXL is a national
organisation - Partners in Excellence - consisting of 1600
secondary schools. They hold main meetings 5 times
per year in London as well as several other regional hub
meetings.
To be invited to present at this prestigious event was a
great recognition of the excellent work that the staff at
Holyrood have undertaken this year to support Year 11
students to achieve their very best.

Mr MacCormick’s presentation focussed on the ‘PreMortem’ method of analysing teaching methods and
students outcomes. It is a way of thinking about potential
issues that could arise and affect results before they
actually do. Mr MacCormick said, “We used it as a way of
considering what a year group needs, and then gave our
departments time to consider how they were going to meet
the challenges the year group faced head-on. It’s a premortem - what could go wrong? Instead of a post-mortem
- what went wrong?” He went on, “On a personal level, it
was awe-inspiring to stand and present our work in such
an historic venue in which the first UN Conference was
held and where some of the great leaders of the past have
spoken - Martin Luther King, Ghandi, Winston Churchill and
the Dalai Lama to name but a few.”

PSYCHOLOGY & LAW
A group of Year 10 and 11 budding lawyers and visited
the Supreme Court and were joined at the Houses of
Parliament by Year 12 psychologists who had visited the
Science Museum in the morning.

The lawyers acted as Justices of the Supreme Court giving
their reasons for their decision to see if they agreed with a
recent discrimination decision made by the Supreme Court.
William Barlow impressed all of us with his eloquence when
reasoning.
The prevention of fraud in essay writing was being debated
in the House of Lords and Climate Change in the House of
Lords and it was great to be able to watch these exchanges
and see how so much of the work done in Parliament is
relevant to all of us.
A long but fantastic day, enjoyed by all.
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MUSIC
This term has been a busy one in the music department
with many of our students preparing for the Summer
Extravaganza, and of course the Year 11s taking their GCSE
exams.
We have had an African drumming workshop led by Mr
Lloyd Jones (see photos), who has also been very busy with
the choir and chamber choir rehearsals, and Mr Gilham has
directed the band who played live for the Oliver numbers in
the Extravaganza. Ms Farey has been busy rehearsing the
singers for the show and we welcome Mrs Seib back into
the fold.

African drumming workshop
A highlight of this term has been hosting the Gamelan. The
Gamelan is an instrumental ensemble made up of mainly
percussion instruments and is used in the traditional music
of Indonesia. This term we invited local primary schools in
to have the wonderful experience of playing the Gamelan
and there are photos below of Redstart school pupils in
action.

There has still been time for classroom lessons and Year 7s
have been studying music from the movies. Year 8s have
been concentrating on the history of music from Baroque to
Rock and Roll (Baroque and Roll?), and Year 9s have been
learning about the Decades of Pop, so they now know what
music their parents and grandparents listened to! (Watch
out – they might be raiding your record collections!)
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SCIENCE

Science is beautiful when it makes simple explanations of phenomena
or connections between different observations. - Stephen Hawking
The Science department has continued to be very busy over
the summer term. As well as supporting all year groups
through either external or internal exams, there has been
lots of things happening outside of lesson time.
Here are a few reports from some of the clubs and trips
that have happened:

The morning event was followed by a trip to Seaton
Wetlands where they explored the grounds and the wildlife
by doing pond dipping and a nature trail.
A fantastic time was had by all, including the very bright and
colourful Mr. Robins

CREST Award, run by Miss Smith
We are incredibly proud of the following students who have
achieved Bronze CREST Science awards this year. This
has required hours of research which was used to design
a hypothesis which they wanted to test. Students selected
appropriate practicals and undertook data collection and
analysis and finally wrote a report sharing their findings.
All students worked with a high level of accuracy and
independence that a student in our Sixth Form would be
proud of. Well done!
Which crisps are healthiest?
Hanley Coath
Daniel Field
Thomas McCullough
Finley Mackenzie-Green
Which toothpaste is best?
Mary Tomlinson
Isla Vincent

Science trip to Exeter Big Bang and Seaton, run by Mr
Robins, Mr Ayles and Mrs Constable
Some very enthusiastic and brilliant Year 7 and 8 students
were budding scientists for the day whilst visiting the Big
Bang Exhibition in Exeter- they had a go at flying drones,
VR sets, different science challenges and learning about
the many opportunities they would have in an engineering
or scientific work field. The exhibition finished with an
impressive Wonderlab demonstration where many
explosive and loud experiments were taking place!
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Science Club; run by Miss Lee, Mrs Constable, Mrs Burton
and Mrs Lloyd-Jones – our fantastic technicians!
The Science Technicians have started a Science Club this
year doing fun activities while learning about science which
has been really enjoyable. We have some brilliant students
attending every week who are really engaged and interested
in science and afterwards we always say to each other how
much fun it was. Every week there has been a new exciting
theme such as ‘fossil’ week where we studied our extensive
fossil collection and discussed evolution and ‘density’ week
where the students carried out quite a complex experiment
beautifully and produced some outstanding results and
some amazing lava lamps! We’ve even had a Harry Potter
theme!
We have been big kids ourselves getting messy making

Slime, dissecting eyes and hearts and doing some Edible
science, which the students have really enjoyed while
learning the science behind it all.
As always, Jasper the corn snake and Biscuit the hamster
have been a very welcome and important part of the
Science club. They taught us that hamsters are a bit slow at
finding their way out of a maze and that snakes can be very
cuddly too- only not when they are eating a mouse whole!
We have had so much success and fun with Science club
we will be carrying it on next year and making it bigger and

better! So spread the word and come and join us in S3,
Wednesdays after school!
The whole of the Science team wish Year 11 and 13 the
best of luck with their results in August, and look forward
to seeing everyone in September after a relaxing and
hopefully sunny summer holiday.
If you aren’t yet, follow us on Twitter @Holyroodscience

GEOGRAPHY

YEAR 7 Met Office trip
At the end of April, 11 lucky ‘High Achieving’ Year 7 students
experienced a Met Office science camp at the headquarters
in Exeter. On the first evening, they enjoyed talks and live
demonstrations on how different parts of the weather
worked and how the Met Office uses its global network to
forecast the weather all around the world.
An overnight camp in tents in a conference room made
for an even more exciting visit! The next morning the
students got the chance to play weather forecaster in front
of a green screen and also to see inside the operations
room where the real forecasting takes place. Many of the
students commented on how they would like to work in the
Met Office when they are older and they were surprised by
how many different jobs that were available. This was an
amazing opportunity for these students to see inside one of
the most high-tech and varied workplaces in the UK. It was
a fantastic experience that they will remember for years to
come!

YEAR 8 students have been working hard at learning about
China and we look forward to welcoming many of them in
September to begin their GCSE journey with us.
Year 9: Well done on completing your first year at GCSE
topics this year have ranged from understanding more
about Antarctica to the UK in the twenty first century.
Year 10s’ mocks have just been completed by all students,
we definitely have some superstar Geographers in our
midst.
Congratulations to all of our exam students who have now
fully completed their Geography courses at GCSE and A
level, all the best for your results and the future.
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COMPUTING & IT
KS3

This term both Year 7s and 8s have been getting creative
building webpages using HTML and images with photo
editing software such as Fireworks and Photoshop. The
results for the KS3 end of year assessments are now
complete and we are proud to announce the top 6 for two
categories – the high achievers and those who have made
the most progress this year.
Year 7
Most progress:
Jennifer Mitchell
Lola Russell
Zoe Crouch
Holly Sunnick
Miles Bowker
Tristen Harris

Year 8
Most progress:
Oliver Collins
Lani Coulson
Lauren Lewis
Herbert Robe
Liliana Jorge
Sophie Pavey

Overall achievement:
Elliott Moulding
Flora Godfrey
Lucas De Barros Clerigo
Finlay Maynard
Logan McKerrow
Pawel Borowiec

Overall achievement:
Oli Wootton
Alfie Hine
Oliver Collins
Lauren Lewis
Herbert Robe
Liliana Jorge

An extra special well done to those students who made it to
the top six for both categories.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
We would like to say a fond farewell to all our Year 11
students. We are very proud of how they approached this
very demanding course. It was great to see you all looking
so glamorous on your prom day as you bid farewell to
Holyrood. We all wish you well in your chosen career path.
Onward and upward to next Year 11s who will rise to the
challenge.
POST-16
Year 12s have been busy creating music festival websites
in HTML, CSS and JavaScript. They await their final result
for unit 15 after submitted their final piece of coursework
for their Website Development unit. Year 12s sat their first
exam for the course and we look forward to the results
this summer. The next unit they will be studying looks at
the fundamentals of Computer Science, where they will be
looking at hardware, software and data representation and
will begin to build their own network.
We are immensely proud of our Year 13 Computer
Scientists as they have proved that they have the
knowledge, resilience and tenacity to succeed in what
became a rather tense end to the term with regards to their
coursework. We would like to wish them a fond farewell and
wish them luck in the future.
Mrs Welsh, Mr Migliari, Mr Stones & Mrs Park

Well done to all students who have worked hard and
achieved their targets in computing this year. Here’s looking
forward to another successful year as Year 7 students
move up to Year 8 and Year 8 students anticipate the start
of their Computing and IT options from September.

HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE
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It’s that time of year where we say goodbye and farewell
to our Year 11s and 13s. Good luck to all our Year 13s
in their next chapter. We are looking forward to seeing
familiar faces from Year 11 back with us for Sixth Form in
September.

Year 10s have been busy revising for their exam and
are finishing off the year with one-one communication
interactions with Reception-aged children. Year 9s have
completed their first aid coursework unit and have covered
the exam unit.

This term Year 12 and 13 students have been preparing
for their exams and completing their coursework. Year 11s
have completed the course and been preparing for their
exam.

A handful of students were selected to attend the High
Achiever’s Hygiene Masterclass and the results from our
swabs were shared with the rest of the class.
See you all on results day!

MATHS
Junior Maths Challenge

This half term it was our Year 8s turn to take the United
Kingdom Mathematics Trust (UKMT) Junior Maths
Challenge. The Challenge is aimed at all students aged 12
and above who study Maths in the United Kingdom. It is
an extremely challenging test of a student’s ability to think
logically and solve problems and involves answering 25
multiple choice questions in an hour and a half.
Well done to Evan Koike who achieved the highest score
in the Year group and qualified for the next level Maths
Challenge which very few students get through to - Well
done to Evan and to all students achieving a score that
qualified for a certificate as detailed here.

Gold Certificate and Best in Year
Evan Koike
Silver Certificates
Emily Retter
Olivia Hadley
Hannah Wells
Savannah Lamb
Caitlin Parsons
Megan Read
Benjamin Sutcliffe
Jacob Paul
Lola Podbery
Debajit Gayen
Flynn Smith
Ella Farrow
Bronze Certificates
Han He
Erin Molloy
Erin Rennie
Freddie Adams
William Reid
Bethany Gillard
Jack Rolfe
Molly Harris
Ollie Gage

LEARNING CENTRE
Learning Centre Revamp
The Learning Centre has undergone a revamp and now
has a fantastic new reading area – our VIP lounge! Thanks
to four amazing Year 10 Work Experience students – Erin,
Chloe, Izzy and Maria – about 15,000 books were relocated,
shelves were cleaned and a new layout created. In addition
to the new reading area, more space was allocated for
group work and to accommodate Homework Club (which
runs after school Monday to Thursday). Two additional
sofas have been purchased to complete the new look.

The reading area was well-liked by visiting Year 6 students
who recently spent a session, during their Transition Days,
reading books and magazines and making bookmarks in
the Learning Centre.
Carnegie Shadowing and Broken Biscuit Club
Students have been busy ‘shadowing’ the Carnegie medal
shortlist of best books in 2019 as well as reading Twilight
for Book Club (aka Broken Biscuit Club). Well done to
Georgie who almost read the whole Carnegie shortlist but
was defeated by one book that she really disliked.
Student Librarians
A big thank you to our student librarians who have all been
amazing but special thanks to Warren, Kyra and Georgie.
We will be recruiting again in September.
CineClub Chard – Thank You
Thank you to a very generous donation from CineChard, the
Academy’s Into Film Club has purchased lots of new DVDs
(and some tasty snacks) ready for our Autumn screenings.
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ART

In Art this term we have been busy finishing projects and completing exams. Exam season means lots of exciting work is
created. The summer exhibition included work from every GCSE, A level Art and Photography student.
The lower years have been exploring our exhibition and getting inspiration for their studies, it has been a huge success. Well
done to Year 11 and 13 on your hard work, highlighting how talented and creative Holyrood is!

BUSINESS STUDIES
It’s been an incredibly busy year in Business Studies. Year
9 students have settled into the course well with a few
even planning their own business for ‘when I grow up’. They
were able to learn some tactics for wheeling and dealing
through BP’s oil trading game; making as much profit from
selling barrels of oil as they can! Just one catch, they have
to analyse a news article and decide whether the price of oil
will go up or down. They had immense fun and have already
been applying these skills to their own business proposals!
Our Year 10 students worked very hard this term and
approached their mock exams with a stoical attitude which
we were all proud of. Thank you, Year 10! Having completed
their first work experience placement at the end of June, it
will be interesting to see how they can begin to relate their
experiences to key parts of business theory throughout
Year 11
The limelight has definitely been on the Year 11s this term;
there were some tears and moments of frustration, but the
amount of effort they have put into their exams has been
astounding. As a department, we have worked hard to help
them achieve their potential, however, it was the students
that put the most effort in and we know they will smash it
on results day! Good luck to you all.
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And finally, our Sixth form students have risen to the
challenge of A Level and BTEC exceptionally – the Year
12s have made a powerful start to their course with the
BTEC students sitting their first official exam in May. The
A level group have just completed their end of year exams
and have dived head first into the 2nd year content; their
determination to succeed led some students to seek
business-related work experience placements which we
hope they have all enjoyed.
Our lovely Year 13s can finally sit back and breathe after
weeks of preparation and focus on their final exams. Some
have been here for the full seven years and there were
many tears shed at their leaver’s lunch, from students and
teachers. They have truly been an asset to Business studies
and their personalities have made it so much fun to teach
them over the two years. The Business department wishes
them all the luck in the world for results day and for their
chosen paths in the future.

THE HOLYROOD WAY

Congratulations to our Year 8 students who are graduating
from their Holyrood Way induction programme! Over 200 will be
graduating with a bronze, silver or gold award as nominated by their
tutors.
Mrs James, Mr Swarbrick, Mrs Down and all of the Year 8 tutors
have been particularly impressed with the independent study
habits and fantastic self-quizzing homework that has been going
on over the last two years. We have also read some powerful
stories together in tutor time, from Enaiatollah’s journey across the
world as a refugee, to Anne Frank’s diary of hiding from Nazi
persecution. The vast majority of Year 8s are ready to hit the
ground running as they start their GCSEs in September.
A list of students who are graduating with gold honours are:
Oliver Collins
Georgia Finn
Daniella Fowler
Jack Harris
Charlie Lockyer
Leah Murphy
Antonia Shears
Ben Strickland
Ben Sutcliffe
Izzabelle Turner
Pachie Scott
Erin Malloy
Rochelle Della Rosa
Thomas Pacheco
Jess Baker
Alexander Brooks-Waite
Lara Cardoso

Max Clayton
Olivia Evans
Josie Farley
Ava Farthing
Ollie Gage
Isaac Henley
Evan Koike
Jack Long
Aime Morgan-Sedgwick
William Reid
Megan Rice
Warwick Swain
Ella White
Luis Dominguez
Hettie Behan
Phoenix Harris
Saffron Hibbitt

William Lees
Chloe Pablo
Lily Quaile
Shannon Sully
Nicole Allen
Laura Correia
Lani Coulson
Ben Dyer
James Edginton
Sam Gregory
Maia Jay
Emily Jones
Olivia Lukasiewicz
Hannah Peacock
Jess Rogers
Flynn Smith
Imogen Smith
Max Taylor
Alex Trigg
Abi Winter
Diana Almeida
Olivia Parsons

Lily Lamptey
Katie Lentell
Eve Stanbury
Star Taylor
Oli Wootton
Rosie Eggins
Leonie Ennis
Ella Farrow
Georgina Hallett
Capri Loosemore
Millie O’Shea
Jorja Packer
Jacob Paul
Sophie Pavey
Keira Rendell
Erin Rennie
Chloe Richards
Leyla Arndell
Livvy Hadley
Emily Retter
Savannah Lamb
Angel Taylor

KEY STAGE 3 AWARDS
It is tradition for Holyrood Academy to hold an Awards Ceremony for students at the end of Year 8 to celebrate their end
to Key Stage 3. Each department nominates a student who has impressed over the two years. This can be for outstanding
performance, commitment, dedication, progress, enthusiasm or achievement.
This year, Mr Swarbrick was delighted to award the
following students their trophies:
ART: Chloe Pablo
DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY / FOOD: Megan Read
DRAMA: Saffron Hibbit
ENGLISH: Leonie Ennis
FRENCH: Evan Koike
GEOGRAPHY: William Reid
GERMAN: Emily Retter
HISTORY: Ruben Rocher
ICT: Nevaeh Langham
MATHS: Bradley Pratt
MUSIC: Thomas Pacheo
PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Archie Spokes
RELIGIOUS STUDIES: Kacey Smith
SCIENCE: Lani Coulson
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SIXTH FORM
A very busy but successful term which has seen our
students excel academically and embrace many extracurricular opportunities!

The Sixth Form trips have continued throughout the
summer term, all filled with laughter and at times many
bruises! Our paintballing trip was a huge success with
the two year groups getting very competitive against one
another, especially when it came to maintaining control of
their bases. Megan Whaites was an excellent sport, whilst
terrified the whole time she miraculously managed to shoot
numerous opponents without even moving from the ‘safe
tree’.

Year 13 developed an excellent work ethic during their time
in the Sixth Form, which served them well during their final
exam season at Holyrood. They remained focused and
positive that they could succeed and importantly supported
one another through the anxious six weeks of external
exams. We had a wonderful lunch at Hornsbury Mill at
the end of June celebrating their achievements, which for
some marked the end of their seven year journey with us.
They have been a fantastic year group to work with and the
Sixth Form Team feel very proud of each of them, they all
have very bright futures ahead of them. We look forward to
celebrating with them again on the 15th August!
Year 12 have also completed end of year exams enabling
them to focus on securing their subject knowledge before
moving on to their final year. We have no doubt that they
will be an impressive cohort; with several of them achieving
excellent mock results but crucially seeing the way the year
group have responded to their tracking by being proactive
in strengthening their core knowledge through deliberate
practice tasks. This lets us know that they understand the
importance of working hard to achieve the end results they
want.

Paintballing
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We created lots more memories on our Ultimate Day Out
in June. Mr Macdonald and I took the Year 12s out for an
adrenalin filled day, high-ropes, assault courses, climbing
walls, inflatable water courses, frisbee golf and the biggest
challenge of all…the leap of faith! It was a fantastic day and
totally deserved after all their hard work this year. We shall
certainly keep the deal going that if they work hard then I
will try my hardest to deliver every opportunity they want to
them!

Careers Day
There have also been lots of other extra-curricular
opportunities available to our Sixth Formers this term.
Year 12 all enjoyed a Careers Day at Huish Episcopi in
June, helping them to make an informed decision about
their next step at the end of Year 13. There were some
really inspirational speakers from the Armed Forces,
apprenticeships, local employers and top tips for selecting
the right university and courses. Students have also gone
on Geography field-trips, to the Houses of Parliament and
the Supreme Court, Textiles manufacturing excursions,
theatre productions and to the Science Museum. Nine
of our Year 12s have also successfully completed the
Cambridge HE+ residential in the last week, a brilliant
accomplishment for these students and an important
reminder for all our students that they can achieve whatever
it is they want to if they try!

The Senior Team
Our new Senior Team were elected at the start of the
summer term with Ross Walker and Jack Dickenson
leading a team of fourteen including their deputies Lucy
Hollister and Rachael Davis. All students presented and
interviewed brilliantly and we feel confident that they will
lead the Senior Team successfully and have a positive
impact across all key stages. They have already made a
very positive start within the Sixth Form by setting up a new
recycling scheme for crisps packets and non-recyclable
plastics. They are also keen to further their eco-friendly
projects to benefit the Sixth Form, several students have
recycled scaffolding boards to create rustic planters for the
Sixth Form garden to support the bees and possibly even
grow their own vegetables and herbs. They have lots of
exciting plans for the autumn term and key events during
the next academic year.
Mrs Seib would like to thank parents and students for their
good wishes, cards and positive messages whilst she was
battling cancer last year. She is pleased to say that she has
now returned to the Academy after successfully completing
her treatment and looks forward to teaching again!

MedPrep

Mrs Seib

We were fortunate enough to have Dr. A MacCormick in to
continue our Medicine Preparation course for Year 9 to 12
students, which taught them a great deal about anatomy,
physiology and crucially the process of applying to study
Medicine.
As this Newsletter goes to print, we also have Sixth Formers
completing their Gold Duke of Edinburgh expedition, which
again needs determination and faith to complete.
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Year 7s have been busy this term grappling with their first
introduction to Philosophy. The philosophical questions
we’ve discussed have included - what they would do if they
owned the ring of Gyges, whether it is always the right thing
to act in your own self-interest and whether violence can
ever be justified. These students have proven to be very
capable philosophers and we have been proud of the way
they have grasped and discussed some difficult concepts.
Year 8s have spent a number of lessons this year reflecting
on the Holocaust and have produced some outstanding
projects and memorial designs. They have demonstrated
both knowledge and understanding of the Holocaust,
as well as sensitivity in their reflections of why it’s still
important to learn about the Holocaust today.

On a very hot June day the whole of Year 8 enjoyed a
Multicultural tour of Exeter. It was a fantastic opportunity
for all students to investigate the diverse groups within the
local community. They investigated a variety of religious,
geographical and historical influences on culture and
multi faith Britain. During the day all students visited three
locations: Exeter Mosque and Cultural Centre, Exeter RAMM
Museum and Exeter Cathedral. At each location they
experienced a variety of learning activities including tours
of the buildings and meeting religious leaders. For many
students it was their first time visiting any of the locations.
One student’s feedback demonstrated their enjoyment
of the day: ‘It’s been the best experience of my life, I’m
definitely coming back to visit the mosque again!”
The RS department would like to thank all the members of
staff who gave up their time to support the trip.
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH
Congratulations to the 42 Year 9 students who completed
a very hot, but successful practice expedition this half
term. In order to achieve their awards, the students have
to commit at least one hour per week to each of three
activities - Voluntary, Physical and Skill - over a three month
period for two of the activities and a six month period
for the third. Activities included this year are charity shop
work, supporting local clubs, athletics, dance, football and
rugby. They will also need to complete a two-day, one-night
expedition at the end of September.

Year 10s are in the process of completing all of these
sections and juggling their DofE commitments with the
demands of GCSE courses.
On the same day as the first awards were presented, 106
students in Years 9 and 10 completed their expedition
training day at school.
For further information regarding the Duke of Edinburgh
award at Holyrood Academy please contact Mr Reid:
preid1@educ.somerset.gov.uk
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
This term, we had the pleasure to run an Italian introductory
workshop. The KS3 students learned some essential
vocabulary while making pizzas! The students showed a

high interest in learning Italian and were all singing along
some classic Italian songs. They are also true chefs as their
pizzas were delicioso!

NEW STAFF

Welcome to some of the new staff
joining us in September 2019! Here’s a bit
about them…
GREG IRELAND, ASSISTANT
HEADTEACHER
I grew up in Essex, I’ve been to teach
English in Siberia and I converted my
own campervan. Oh and I once got stung
by a stingray in Thailand!
JOEL CLARKE, SCIENCE
Before I taught mixing chemicals in the science lab, I taught
mixing cocktails by the beach!
JIM CUTHBERT, HEAD OF SCIENCE
I’m very interested in rabbits and own a house rabbit called
Moriarty. Sometimes I sneak interesting facts about rabbit
biology and behaviour into my Science lessons.
LISA SHAUN, HEAD OF DRAMA
When I was in Year 6, I entered an Art competition for
Tesco. The challenge was to design a Hot Air Balloon to
celebrate the new Tesco superstore opening in Chard. I
ended up winning the competition, which resulted in me
opening the Tesco supermarket store in Chard (back in the
90s!). This was followed by a trip in a Hot Air Balloon with
my Dad and the Tesco giving £500 to my Primary School.
Not bad for entering a competition!
ELLIE CUMMINGS, MATHS
I once flew on the England cricket plane from Bangladesh
to India. I can’t tell my left from right and I have trekked in
the Himalayas.
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KATIE WILSON, HEAD OF ENGLISH
I’ve moved 300 miles just to work at Holyrood! I love
walking and am excited to explore more of the Jurassic
coast once I’ve settled in!
ANGUS FERRARO, SCIENCE
During the summer, in between finishing my degree and
starting my PhD, I took a month-long train trip around
Europe. I got all the way to Istanbul and back in four weeks!
ORLA TALBOT, DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
I am a lead singer in a folk rock band and I am learning to
play bass. I have a motorbike (which I haven’t ridden for
ages). I help run a summer school for a couple of weeks in
a Romanian Orphanage with my daughter.
SOPHIE CAMERON-MITCHELL, GEOGRAPHY
I have climbed Mount Snowdon over 15 times.
JEANETTE WARD, ART
I have travelled most of Europe, had 2 near death
experiences, 5 careers, made my bestfriend’s wedding
ring, helped build half a house, marched through London
on numerous campaigns and exhibited work at Plymouth
Museum.

SUMMER EXTRAVAGANZA

SUMMER EXTRAVAGANZA
The Holyrood Drama and Music departments joined
creative forces to present a stunning “Summer
Extravaganza” over 2 evenings on 9th and 10th July. Scenes
and songs from Oliver, Matilda, Les Miserables, Mamma

Mia, Hamilton and Six were interspersed with music
performances from the Academy’s choirs and ensembles.
There was a fabulous atmosphere and the event was well
supported by enthusiastic audiences.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
What another amazing year of sport for Holyrood!
We have had our best year ever in Sport, achieving
success in Regional, County and Area competitions. We
are immensely proud of our students’ commitment and
enthusiasm throughout the year, having competed for the
Academy in over 410 sporting fixtures! Holyrood reached 7
Regional Finals and we have 31 County finalists, 16 County
Champions and 34 Area Champions (individuals or teams).
Thank you to our Sports and PE staff who have facilitated
the extra-curricular sporting opportunities.
A special mention goes to the Sports House Captains who
have been brilliant in their new role this year. They have
helped to organise and run our House sport competitions
and were fundamental to running Sports Day.
Over the summer, our new sports facilities are being
installed with the new Fitness Centre promising to be a
fantastic addition. Fitness is integral to our programme
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and next year we will be able to offer students more
opportunities to take part in numerous activities, ranging
from spinning bikes, to weight training, to Pilates. We are
looking forward to September, with extra-curricular clubs
planned for over 20 different sports and activities. Our main
drive will be for ‘Couch to K’s’, giving both students and staff
a whole school fitness vibe. #Couch2K
BTEC Sport continues to go from strength to strength; we
are anticipating fantastic results in August. A huge well
done to all the students in Year 11 and 13.
Goodbye Miss Waller!
The PE department would like to wish Miss Waller all the
very best for the next chapter in her career as she leaves
Holyrood. She has inspired students with her love of sport
and has been a positive role model, creating a brilliant rugby
vibe at Holyrood. Miss Waller is a fantastic coach who will
be missed by all in the PE department.

Year 7 Girls Athletics County Champions

Year 7 Rounders County Champions

Year 7 Boys Athletics Team Area Champions

Year 7 Boys Football Area Champions

Year 8 Boys Athletics Team Area Champions

Year 8 Girls Rounders County Runners-Up

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Year 8 Girls Athletics Team Area Champions

Year 9 Boys Athletics Team Area Champions

Year 9 Rounders

Year 9 Girls Athletics Team Area Champions

Year 10 Rounders

Under 13 B Cricket

Under 13 Boys A Cricket Area Finalists

Under 13 Girls Cricket South West 3rd
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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Under 13 Girls Handball County Champions

Under 14 Girls Handball

Under 14 Girls Football County Runners-Up

Under 15 Boys Cricket Area Finalists

Under 15 Girls Cricket Vase at the Broderick Cup

Under 15 Girls Softball Cricket County Champions

Under 16 Girls Futsal

Savannah Lamb County Javelin Record Breaker

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Primary Cricket Leaders

Junior Athletics Squad Regional Finalists

Athletics Record Breakers
The 2019 Athletics season has seen some incredible individual performances from our athletes at Holyrood Academy.
Below is a list of records equalled or smashed, some of which have been unbeaten since 1982!

GIRLS

BOYS
Year 7 400m
Cian Brown 1m13s (equal)

Year 7 100m
Millie Stoneman 13.09s

Year 8 400m
Archie Spokes 1m05s (equal)

Year 7 400m
Millie Stoneman 1m11s

Year 9 300m
Joe Peacock 43.4s

Year 7 1500m
Millie Stoneman 5m28s

Year 9 4x100m Relay
Jake Dennis, Joe Peacock,
Tae Wakeling, Connor White
50.12s

Year 7 4x100 Relay
Millie Stoneman, Liffy Crouch,
Megan Turnbull, Holly Griffiths
59.02s

Year 10 400m
Jacob Bond 1m01s

Year 8 100m
Savannah Lamb 13.13s
Year 8 300m
Sophie Finch 47.7s

Year 8 4x100m Relay
Sophie Finch, Savannah Lamb,
Issy Broughton, Darcie Potter
57.17s
Year 8 Long Jump
Savannah Lamb 4.67m
Year 8 Javelin
Savannah Lamb 35.53m
Year 9 4x100 Relay
Grace Scribbins, Heidi Warren,
Nina Fortes, Lily Winslade
1m01s (equal)

Year 9 Shotput
Heidi Warren 10.81m
Year 10 Shotput
Murenn Crouch 9.41m
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A FINAL WORD

Year 7
What a fantastic year we have had in Year 7. It really has
flown by, but at the same time I think the year group have
really grown into Holyrood students since we very first
met back on the transition days. In that first meeting I
challenged the students to take themselves out of their
comfort zones, to try new things and to be inquisitive and
happy students by following the Holyrood Way, and I have
seen lots of evidence of this throughout the year! We have
had an incredible array of sporting achievements, both by
teams and individuals. I have seen huge participation in
house competitions and it was great to see the bravery of
students in the recent talent show which was absolutely
superb! The Cardiff trip was a major highlight and all of the
students and staff have had a great time exploring new
places!
My main challenge for the Year 7s was for them to be like
Mr Happy, and if they had as much fun as me this year then
I think it is mission accomplished! I would like to thank the
tutors for their hard work this year in helping the Year 7
students slot into Holyrood life and I wish all of the students
the best for the future! Mr J Gilbert
Year 8
As the pioneers of The Holyrood Way, this year group
never fail to impress me. Their love and appreciation of
knowledge and our stoic attitude are the foundations to
successful GCSE results in 2022. Year 9 brings a timetable
with a reduced number of subjects, chosen by the students
along with the core subjects. I am confident this will be
met with an improved level of maturity and focus and I am
genuinely excited about how the year will progress.
Looking back at Year 8 I can see how individuals have
grown, thousands of House Points have been awarded and
almost 40,000 pieces of homework have been completed.
Our sports teams have excelled as never before with
outstanding team and individual efforts. Every subject
has reported that our students stand out as having the
academic ability to exceed our expectations in the future,
and this remains my goal.
I want to thank my team of tutors for their support this year.
I look forward to taking on the challenges that September
brings and I hope everyone has restful summer holiday.
Mr J Swarbrick
Year 9
I am hugely proud of Year 9. They have completed the first
year of their GCSE courses with the same loud enthusiasm
and positive approach to learning that they approach most
things. This is a quality that was witnessed on the Year 9
Duke of Edinburgh Award practice walk. Every one of the
42 students kept their good humour and team spirit despite
the hot weather.
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This has been a year where I have heard so many positive
things from staff who teach you all. ‘My Year 9 class are
awesome!’ is a common thing to hear. Parents Evening was
also a positive experience. Students left with a mixture of
‘well dones’ and next steps. Thanks again Year 9 for all the
conversations and comments that I was able to have with
parents.
To see many of this cohort being buddies over the
transition days, to see how they have grown not only
in stature but confidence and maturity makes me even
prouder. They have done an outstanding job and I would like
to thank them for their hard work and time they have given
over the two days.
As we look forwards into Year 10, I am excited by the
many opportunities on offer to our students. Look out for
information about Apprenticeships, university trips and
work experience to name but a few. Enjoy your well-earned
rest Year 9; Year 10 will go even quicker! Let’s hope we can
all pull in the same direction.
Mr P Reid

Year 10
All of the Year 10 students have already completed at least
one GCSE, with the final external exams taking place in
May. Coursework has started in earnest in some of the
practical subjects and Geography students have been on a
field trip to Lyme Regis as part of their course. After a highly
successful trip to the National Apprenticeship show in the
New Year we have continued our focus on the future and
have had two trips to Exeter University and have started
to look at what is available post 16, including the package
offered by Holyrood Academy Sixth form.
We have finished the term with a highly successful week of
work experience where students have travelled far and wide
to experience life in the “real” world.
For next year there is already a structured programme in
place to enable them to get the most out of their final year
of GCSEs. It’s now time to have a relaxing summer as it
won’t be long until yearbook quotes, hoody colours and
Celebration Day outfits will need to be organised.
Mr C Slinger

A FINAL WORD

Year 11
I need not have worried so much about checking the
weather for Celebration Day and daily checking for a
favourable update. We were treated to a glorious day of
sunshine. Not only was the day a beautiful one, so were
the students. The dresses and suits underlined what a truly
stunning year group we had. As always, the vehicles that
they arrived drew in the crowds from the local community.
There were some truly dramatic arrivals with many envyinspiring cars, trucks and motorbikes.
The Prom was a fitting end to such a lovely day with its
beautiful lake, red carpet and balloon arch entrance and
Minnie and her staff did us proud. Shoes came off for
serious dancing, and staff joined students on the dance
floor. Much dancing was done by all.

As the evening ended, there was the inevitable sense of
sadness from staff and students that it was the last time
we would be together as a year group. It’s such a strange
moment that, having longed for the end of Year 11, the
actuality of it brings mixed feelings. We were lucky enough
to have a team of Year 12 photography students with us
during the day and evening, and pictures are available to
students for downloading should anyone want a souvenir
of the day. As I said during Celebration Day, I am very proud
of this year group and what they have achieved so far. They
were a year group full of life and enthusiasm from start to
finish and I feel privileged to have had them for the last four
years. I have had a lot of fun. Best of luck to all of you, in all
of your future plans! Keep in touch, and I look forward to
seeing you on Results Day.
Ms P Lamond

I would like to introduce myself to you as the CEO of Uffculme Academy Trust and let you know how delighted I am that
Holyrood Academy will be joining our family of schools in September 2019.
I have been a school leader for almost 20 years and nearly half of that time was spent in Somerset schools. For 11 years
I have been both Headteacher and Executive Headteacher of the nationally regarded Uffculme School in Devon and it has
been my pleasure and privilege to work with young people aged from 4-16 and witness how children of all abilities and from
all backgrounds flourish in a culture of ambition and care where it is cool to succeed.
I have spent a considerable amount of time at Holyrood Academy over the last 12 months and have seen for myself the
dedication and commitment of all staff to students’ education and well-being. I have enjoyed meeting students and visiting
their lessons and have spent a great deal of time with the Academy Leadership Team on planning how we can ensure that
all students are able to thrive and fulfil their academic, social and emotional potential.
I am confident that the future for Holyrood Academy is extremely positive. Continuing to provide excellent facilities, teaching
and learning and support for all students will be a clear priority for me as I work alongside the dedicated staff here at
Holyrood. I believe that education should be enriching and fulfilling as well as challenging. All young people deserve the right
to learn in a safe and caring environment where they know that they belong and are valued for who they are. At Uffculme we
say “Excellence is a Habit” and it is my aim to ensure that all of the students in all of the schools in Uffculme Academy Trust
are supported to achieve the best possible outcomes so that they can go on to lead their best lives.
Please feel free to contact me with any comments or questions: heathl@uffculmetrust.org

Have a lovely Summer break!
Lorraine Heath OBE
CEO Uffculme Academy Trust
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